
 

The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 

I liked the book Alchemist very much. I got interested in it because it writes about the past a 

lot and that in these days’ people had more faith and bravery and wisdom were very 

valuable things. This book teaches and gives lots of advices too which can you use in 

nowadays. I suppose good authors with good books are rare thing nowadays. 

Reading this book I found easy because it’s written in simple language. The author explained 

everything very well. When I started reading I thought this book will be boring. But my 

opinion changed soon and I couldn’t take my eyes of the book. I finished it reading in four 

hours. I am very grateful for European Union library that they gave me a chance to read this 

interesting book and that they care about education and erudition a lot.  

In my opinion the main idea of this book was to remind people about their dreams. When 

the time goes by very often our dreams are forgotten or they change together with our 

valuables but it’s never too late for our dreams to come true and we need to try hard to 

make it happen. 

After I read this book I got little bit sad because I remembered few dreams that never came 

true for me. I also began thinking what dreams I had when I was a child and what dream I 

have nowadays.  

I would recommend this book to my friends so they could find out why they aren’t happy in 

their lives and that they could start thinking about what they do in their lives more seriously.  

I would say that my stereotypes changed a lot after reading this book. The main thing that 

changed was believe in God. 

I would like to find out more about this author and to know about the other books he wrote 

because I guarantee they are very interesting too. 
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